
In the 1960s the American Government was faced with massive protest from the black 
community. They wanted fair voting, better treatment and more support from the 

government.
Meanwhile, white nationalists and racists had a lot of political power and were able to vote 

out anyone who opposed them.

What different options does the American government have to resolve this situation?
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The governments options:

The government had two options:

1. It could support the black protesters and try to solve some of their problems.

2. It could oppose the black protesters and try to control them. 

Based on your knowledge and understanding of the situation in the 
1960s, which option do you think the government chose? Why?



LEGISLATION – Passing new laws to help improve black lives

In response to the civil rights movement, the American government passed 
three major laws that were aimed to improve the lives of black Americans.
These were:

• The Civil Rights Act 1964
• The Voting Rights Act 1965
• The Fair Housing Act 1968

Using the information sheets fill out your table with information on these three 
acts. 

CHALLENGE:

Were these changes a result of peaceful protest or 
violence?



COINTELPRO – The dark side of government response.

In the 1950s President Hoover set up a top secret FBI program called the Counter Intelligence 
Program – shortened to COINTELPRO. This program was designed to disrupt and discredit 
political organisations that the US government disagreed with. 

The program targeted feminists, socialists, anti-war activists, environmentalists, Native 
Americans and, most of all, black rights activists. They used illegal methods of intimidation to 
scare people in these groups. Their methods included spying, blackmail, producing fake news 
stories, faking evidence, and even extreme violence and murder. 

We will examine how the FBI targeted two men: 

- Civil rights activist Dr Martin Luther King 
- Black Panther member Fred Hampton 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-m2Y8eLjmI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=I-m2Y8eLjmI


What was the Government response?

On one hand, the government passed significant laws that directly improved black lives in 
America.

However, on the other hand the government secretly used the FBI to destroy the civil rights 
movement. 

What made the government decide to pass laws in support of black rights?

Why did the government also aggressively target civil rights leaders?

Did the government care about genuinely improving black lives in America?





COINTELPRO: Martin Luther King

After Martin Luther King’s march on Washington, the leader of 
COINTELPRO called him “the most dangerous Negro of the future in 
this nation”. They set out to destroy him and the black rights 
movement. 

They bugged his home and hotel rooms and began to spy on him. 
They discovered that King was often unfaithful to his wife and had 
affairs with other women. They recorded these affairs without 
King’s knowledge.

In 1964 the FBI sent King an anonymous “suicide letter”. It 
contained evidence of his affairs and pressured King to kill himself 
or risk having his reputation destroyed in the media.

When King ignored their threats the FBI spent years unsuccessfully 
trying to destroy his reputation by leaking the recordings to news 
organisations. Even after King was murdered in 1968 they 
continued their harassment campaign against him and his family. 



COINTELPRO: Fred Hampton
80% of the victims of COINTELPRO were Black Panther members. Fred Hampton was a black rights activist and 
Deputy Chairman of the Black Panther party.  He worked with street gangs in Chicago to help them end black 
on black violence and promote social change. He was very successful and many young black men were leaving 
the gangs and becoming politically active. 

Because he was an important member of the Black Panthers and because of his success, the FBI identified him 
as a COINTELPRO target. One evening while Hampton was having dinner with his family an undercover police 
agent secretly drugged Hamptons drink, knocking him out. Hampton was moved to his bed where he continued 
to sleep.

At 4 in the morning armed police officers aggressively stormed the home, shooting and killing number of 
people present. They found Hampton in bed next to his wife, who was nine months pregnant. His wife was 
removed, then Hampton, still drugged and asleep, was shot twice in the head. 

Hampton is just one of a number of Black Panther members who were victims of targeted government 
assassinations. In 1971 the FBI headquarters was broken into and documents proving his murder were stolen 
and given to the public. Years later his family was paid $1.8 million as compensation from the government. 





Civil Rights Act 1964

CAUSES:

• President Kennedy initially didn’t seem to care about changing the law to support black rights, but after Martin Luther 
King’s protest in Washington in 1963 he changed his mind and began to write laws that would improve black lives. 

• Before he could finish these laws, he was shot and killed by people who disagreed with him. People were shocked and 
his successor, President Johnson promised to finish what Kennedy had started. A year later he passed the Civil Rights Act.

CHANGES:

• The Civil Rights Act 1964 banned segregation in America. Schools, businesses, transportation and public places had to be 
equally available to black and white people.

• It also made it illegal to refuse to hire someone based on race.

CONSEQUENCES

• It was a massive victory for black Americans and ended legal segregation in America.

• However, the law was poorly enforced and in many areas of America it was simply ignored. 



Voting Rights Act 1965

CAUSES:

• Black Americans had been effectively blocked from voting in many parts of America. Violence, misinformation, fraud and 
blocks were used to drastically limit the black vote. As a result white racists had a much greater voting power.

• In 1965 Martin Luther King held a peaceful march from Selma to Montgomery in protest of these practices. It was 
violently and publicly attacked by racist white police officers. This shocked America and pressure built on the government 
to make changes.

CHANGES:

• The Voting Rights Act 1965 made it illegal to try to limit someone’s vote in America. Literacy tests were banned, and 
states had to do their best to make sure everyone had a fully equal opportunity to vote. 

CONSEQUENCES

• In 1964 the voter turnout of black citizens was 6%, four years after the passing of the Voting Rights Act the turnout had 
increased to 59%. Many more black people were able to vote.

• However, just like the Civil Rights Act, in many areas of America the law was simply ignored and in these areas black 
people still struggled to get their vote heard.



Fair Housing Act 1968

CAUSES:

• Housing in America was organised by race – white people and black people were often split up into different areas. The 
white areas then received a lot of government money and support and the black areas did not. This led to massive 
poverty, crime and made it very difficult for black people to succeed in America. 

• On April 5th 1968 Martin Luther King was murdered. This led to huge public riots and massive violence. Five days later, as 
a way to calm the furious black community, President Johnson passed the Fair Housing Act

CHANGES:

• The Fair Housing Act 1968 made it illegal to refuse to sell or rent to someone based on race, banned housing 
advertisements from mentioning race, and banned housing companies from having different rules for white and black 
people.

CONSEQUENCES

• This law did little to improve black lives in America. By the time it was passed black and white areas had already been 
established in American cities and even though black people could now legally buy property in white areas, most simply 
couldn’t afford it. This continues to be a problem in America today.

• This was the last major law to be passed in support of Black Americans.



Civil Rights Act 1964 Voting Rights Act 1965 Fair Housing Act 1968

Causes

Changes

Consequences
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